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Recently, Akiyama et al. [1] described defects in thymic
negative selection and in CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cell
production in mice deficient for tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
receptor associated factor (TRAF)6. Signaling through cell
surface receptors to activate nuclear factor (NF)κB and
mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases through adaptor
molecules, including TRAF6, is of critical importance to
survival and activation of all cells in the body, from those
regulating the immune response to epithelial cells, with which
immunocytes interact (Fig. 1). Because the same cell signaling
pathways regulate survival and activation in the periphery and
in the thymus, however, mutations or polymorphisms in the
pathway can have outcomes for the immune system that might
have been difficult to predict. This is because survival and
activation of key antigen presenting cells (APCs), medullary
thymic epithelial cells (mTECs) and dendritic cells (DCs),
involved in thymic negative selection and peripheral immunity
are regulated by a similar network of genes, which map a
pathway from TRAF6 to the NFκB family member RelB.

gene [4]. Thymic selection defects feature in the
pathogenesis of many if not all mouse models of spontaneous
autoimmune arthritis and lupus. In these models, including the
non-obese diabetic (NOD) × K/B TCR transgenic strain [5],
the New Zealand Black (NZB) lupus-prone strain [6], and the
SKG ZAP70 mutant model of spontaneous arthritis [7], a
variety of defects in the interaction of APCs and thymocytes
interfere with the normal process of negative selection, thus
permitting the release of dangerously autoreactive T cells into
the periphery, where subsequent environmental events, such
as infection, more readily trigger autoimmune disease [8]. For
example, NOD mouse thymocytes fail to induce the proapoptotic gene bim after encountering high-affinity
autoantigen, thus raising the threshold for deletion [9].
ZAP70 mutant thymocytes are signaled by APCs bearing self
with lower affinity, also raising the threshold for deletion, but
are subsequently activated in the periphery by fungal betaglucans [7]. In contrast, NZB mice demonstrate a defective
NFκB/RelB pathway, leading to disorganization of the thymus
with associated selection defects [6].

Thymic selection and autoimmunity
The vast majority of T cells arise in the thymus. In the fetal and
neonatal period, ‘central’ tolerance is actively maintained in
the thymus [2]. During this process, a repertoire of T cells
restricted to self-MHC displayed by the thymic cortical
epithelial cells (cTECs) is selected in each individual. In
addition, those T cells reactive to self-antigen presented by
medullary APCs, which include mTECs and medullary DCs,
are deleted by negative selection above a threshold of affinity
for self antigens presented by those APCs [3]. Because an
affinity threshold applies for central deletion of self-reactive T
cells, circulation of low-affinity self-reactive T cells in the
periphery is inevitable. Ectopic low-level expression of selfantigens normally expressed by peripheral somatic cells in
mTECs is very common, transcriptionally activated by the aire
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κB
Signaling through NFκ
NFκB is a transcription factor family whose members exist as
homodimers or heterodimers of p50/p105, p52/p100, p65
(RelA), RelB and c-Rel. Key events leading to NFκB
activation after stimulation of APCs are shown in Fig. 1. In
resting APCs, NFκB dimers are sequestered in cytoplasm in
complex with the inhibitory (I)κB family, which include the
IκBα, IκBβ, IκBε inhibitors of the canonical (or ‘standard’)
activation pathway, and the p100 inhibitory precursor of p52,
which participates with RelB in the non-canonical activation
pathway (Fig. 1) [10]. Infectious toll-like receptor (TLR)
ligands, proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF and IL-1, or
T-cell derived CD40-ligand, activate NFκB through phosphorylation and eventual degradation of IκB, or processing of

APC = antigen presenting cell; cTEC = thymic cortical epithelial cell; DC = dendritic cell; IκB = inhibitory κB; IL = interleukin; mTEC = medullary
thymic epithelial cell; NFκB = nuclear factor κB; NIK = NFκB inhibitory kinase; NOD = non-obese diabetic; NZB = New Zealand black; TLR = tolllike receptor; TNF = tumor necrosis factor; TRAF6 = TNF receptor associated factor 6.
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Figure 1

The NFκB pathway regulates inflammation, dendritic cell (DC) development and function, and thymic selection and regulatory T cell production.
The pathway is described in the text. Deficient strains marked in red display defects in thymic organization and negative selection with increased
numbers of peripheral autoreactive T cells. The two main NFκB activation pathways are marked in blue. IL, interleukin; IRAK, IL-1 receptorassociated kinase; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; mTEC, medullary thymic epithelial cell; NFκB, nuclear factor κB; NIK, NFκB inhibitory
kinase; TLR, toll-like receptor; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; TRAF6, TNF receptor associated factor 6.

p100 to p52 as a result of phosphorylation by NFκB
inhibitory kinase (NIK), in both cases allowing translocation of
released NFκB dimers to the nucleus [10-12]. After binding
DNA, active NFκB transcription factors promote the
expression of many genes, of which the majority participate
through the canonical pathway as ‘central mediators of the
immune response’ [13]. These include cytokines, adhesion
and costimulatory molecules, and genes regulating the
oxidative burst [14].
Although other NFκB molecules contribute, the RelB subunit
has been most directly associated with functional DC
differentiation and activation, and with monocyte and
monocyte-derived DC development, with no effect on other
myeloid differentiation pathways [15-18]. However, while
maturation of DCs is defective in RelB deficient mice and
DCs from these mice induce T cell tolerance in wild-type
mice, RelB deficient mice also display defective thymic
organogenesis, reduced numbers of mTECs, reduced
negative selection, increased numbers of autoreactive T cells
in the periphery, and multi-organ inflammation [19-21].

κB deficient mice define
TRAF6 and NFκ
elements of the central tolerance pathway
TRAF6 acts like a junction, transducing signals from the TNF
receptor superfamily, TLR/IL-1R family and CD40 to activate

the transcription factors NFκB and AP1 (Fig. 1). TRAF6deficient mice also demonstrate autoantibody production,
and inflammation of multiple organs including liver, lung and
pancreas. Akiyama et al. [1] show that TRAF6 is required for
the development of mTECs but not thymic medullary DCs.
Using thymic grafts depleted of hemopoietic cells, they show
that the grafted TRAF6 thymic stroma is sufficient to
recapitulate the negative selection defect, and the development of autoimmunity, in nude mice with intact TRAF6. They
go on to show that RelB expression is undetectable in
TRAF6-deficient thymic stroma, and that RelB expression is
restored when TRAF6 is introduced into knockout mTEC
lines. In addition, the number of CD4+CD25+ regulatory T
cells in TRAF6 thymus is markedly reduced. Their data
suggest that reduced regulatory T cell development, and
reduced negative selection as a result of an absence of the
selecting mTEC, are two potential mechanisms of autoimmunity in these mice.

Implications for autoimmune disease
pathogenesis
The analysis by Akiyama et al. [1] of TRAF6-deficient mice
adds to a body of literature implicating the non-canonical
pathway of NFκB activation, not only in DC development and
function, but also in the processes of thymic organization,
mTEC development, negative selection and regulatory T cell
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production. When DCs were compared in TRAF6 and RelB
deficient mice by Kobayashi et al. [22], both were shown to
have a specific defect in development of the CD4+CD11c+
subset of splenic DCs as a direct effect of TRAF6/RelB in
hemopoietic cell differentiation. In contrast, thymic medullary
DCs and other subsets of splenic DCs developed normally.
As expected from the central role of TRAF6 in the NFκB
activation pathway, DCs from TRAF6 deficient mice are
unable to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines or to upregulate expression of costimulatory molecules in response to
TLR ligands or CD40 ligand [22]. In addition, the TRAF6-NIKRelB pathway has marked effects on stromal cells. TRAF6
and RelB are required for the development of mTECs and for
organization of the thymic medulla, as well as for development of lymph nodes [19,22]. Similar disorganization is seen
in the aly/aly mutant, which carries a functional mutation in
NIK, which makes it unable to bind IKKα and thereby to
phosphorylate p100 (Fig. 1). Aly thymic grafts also induce
autoimmunity in wild-type nude recipient mice [23]. These
different mice provide a powerful demonstration of the
development of spontaneous autoimmunity due, at least in
part, to central T cell dysregulation, even when TLR ligands
and CD40 ligand are unable to activate DCs.

Could pathways related to TRAF-RelB impact
on mTEC?
Vanin-1 is a thymic epithelial cell ectoenzyme that generates
the amino-thiol cysteamine, an important mediator of oxidative
stress. It was recently shown that vanin-1 deficient mice,
which lack cysteamine in tissues, exhibit resistance to
oxidative injury due to elevated stores of glutathione, the most
potent cellular antioxidant [24]. Of interest here, vanin-1 is
normally expressed at low levels by mTECs and is upregulated by oxidative stress [24]. These data raise the
possibility that mTEC function may be regulated by oxidative
stress. The implication is that genes or environmental factors
that alter the oxidative/reductive state of mTECs in utero and
in neonates may influence the outcome of thymic negative
selection. Potential genetic factors have been described. A
functional polymorphism in the ncf1 gene reduces the
responsiveness of cells in rats and mice susceptible to
arthritis to oxidative stress [25]. Environmental factors are
less well characterized, although exposure to certain
infections or possibly cigarette smoke in utero or in neonates
may be sufficient to alter mTEC function.

examples of how an apparent immune deficiency – in NFκB
function – can also cause autoimmunity. Thus, emerging data
suggest strongly that deficiencies of the TRAF6-NFκB
pathway, and regulation of oxidation/reduction, will continue
to be found in human autoimmune diseases, and that the
thymus is implicated in its pathogenesis.
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Given that the same cell signaling pathways regulate survival
and activation in the periphery and in the thymus, the immune
system must balance antigen presentation and proinflammatory outcomes in the periphery in response to
pathogens and other environmental inflammatory events,
along with correct signaling of TRAF6-NIK-RelB in neonates
to prevent excessive autoreactivity of the T cell repertoire and
the appropriate development and function of peripheral
APCs. The TRAF6-RelB deficient mice provide striking
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